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IMPACT
The results of a telephone survey yielded the following 
information on the impact of the redesign of the account 
statements:
1. The probability of finding the information regarding
the remaining number of weeks that the affiliate must
contribute to the system to retire increased between 14
and 22 percentage points.
2. The probability of finding the total number of weeks that 
the member has contributed did not change in a consistent 
or conclusive way (some groups of affiliates were more
likely to find the total number of weeks while others were 
less likely to do so).
3. The probability that the affiliate (i) finds the detail of
the contributions made in 2017, (ii) reviews his data, or
(iii) finds errors that he had not previously identified in his 
statement did not change in a significant way.
Despite the third result, administrative data shows that:
4. The redesigned account statement led to a significant 
increase of between 0.4 and 0.5 percentage points in the 
proportion of affiliates that requested corrections to their 
information.
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OBJECTIVE
Simplify Colpensiones’ annual account 
statement to improve its affiliates´ 
understanding of the information 
presented and encourage them to verify 
and request corrections, if needed.

TOOLS
Information simplification, including 
specific instructions to review and request 
corrections to the statement, if needed.

EXECUTING AGENCY

Colombian defined benefit pension 
administrator Colpensiones (State agency).

TARGET POPULATION

Adults affiliated to the Colombian defined 
benefit pension system.

MECHANISM

Account statements sent through a 
certified postal service.

SAMPLE SIZE

48,072 adults affiliated to the defined 
benefit public pension system. 

EVALUATION DESIGN

Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT).

FINANCING 

IDB Lab and MetLife Foundation.

COST 

Cost of printing redesigned annual account 
statements in color: $860 USD.

-  Savings from not printing the old annual 
account statement in black and white: 
$480 USD.

-  Savings due to reduction of pages in the 
account statements: $720 USD.

= Net savings: $340 USD.

WHAT IS IT?
In Colombia, four out of five workers affiliated to the de-
fined benefit pension system fail to obtain a pension. This low 
coverage rate is due, in part, to (i) low levels of productivity 
associated with informality; (ii) informal workers that should 
contribute but prefer not to, affiliates that make an error, or 
simply forget, thus not completing the minimum number of 
contributions to receive a pension; and (iii) cases in which 
affiliates have formally worked the required number of weeks, 
but not all of their contributions are registered in the system.

When this pilot started, the account statements of the defined 
benefit pension system in Colombia were complex and diffi-
cult to understand. Affiliates did not review the information 
included in the statement frequently or completely, and as 
a result, they found it difficult to detect and correct errors in 
their labor history, failing to report them on time. Therefore, 
this study sought to improve the clarity and relevance of the 
information found in the account statements so that affiliates 
could make better decisions.

To encourage workers to verify the registration of their con-
tributions to the pension system and, if necessary, correct 

any mistakes promptly, the account statement was 
redesigned incorporating insights from the field of 
behavioral sciences. A randomized controlled trial was 
then conducted in order to measure the impact of the 
redesigned account statement on (i) the affiliates’ under-
standing of their account statement, measured through a telephone survey of a 
representative sample, and (ii ) the number of corrections made in a timely manner 
to any mistakes found in affiliates’ labor history, measured using the responses to 
a telephone survey as well as other administrative data.

How much time do you have left to receive your pension? 
Redesigning pension contribution account statements 
to improve their understandability COUNTRY
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CHALLENGE
In Colombia, as in many other countries in Latin America and 
the Caribbean, workers face many barriers when it comes to 
saving for retirement. One of these barriers is related to the 
role that employers and self-employed workers have in making 
mandatory pensions contributions. The law requires that both 
the self-employed and employers make contributions to the 
pension system. However, errors and omissions in making these 
mandatory payments are common. Between October 2012 
and December 2017, Colpensiones processed more than three 
million requests to correct information in account statements 
(Colpensiones, 2018), also known as labor histories. Having an 
incomplete labor history is especially problematic for low-in-
come workers who often have had multiple employers and 
may make less regular contributions. 

There are many reasons why an affiliate’s labor history may 
be inaccurate or incomplete. On the one hand, periods worked 
may not appear in the records of the defined benefit regime 

(RPM, for its spanish acronym) as a result of an error when 
contributing. These errors range from mistakes when typing 
the identification number, to cases in which the contribution 
was incorrectly made to a private Pension Fund Administrator 
(AFP, for its Spanish acronym) and not to the RPM. On the 
other hand, there are also cases in which the employer simply 
fails to make the required contribution. 

Early identification of potential errors is essential to ensure 
that the affiliate receives their pension on time. Most errors 
in the labor history can be corrected, but, depending on the 
complexity of the case and the time that has elapsed since the 
error, it can take several months or even years. The affiliate is 
the best person to identify incomplete periods in their labor 
history. Therefore, it is vital that each affiliate is able to quickly 
and accurately understand and verify the information provided 
on account statements.

INTERVENTION DESIGN
The group of researchers worked together with the Colpensiones team responsible for managing the defined benefit pension 
scheme to test the effect of a redesigned account statement. The redesign was based on the following guiding principles:

Applying these principles, the new account statement aimed 
to encourage three concrete actions among the affiliates: 

1.  Revision of the total number of periods contributed to
the system.

2.  Detailed verification of the contributions made during
the last year.

3.  Verification of the affiliate’s contact information, providing 
clear instructions on what to do in case of finding any
inconsistencies.

Additionally, the statement was personalized with a directed 
greeting and included a reminder of the number of contributions 
needed to gain access to a pension (1,300 weeks and 62 years 
of age for men or 57 years for women), which is something 
the affiliates usually fail to know (Villar et al, 2015). 

From the sample of all affiliates, we randomly sampled indi-
viduals from three groups: employees, independent workers, 

and a low-income group that receives a 75% subsidy from 
the government to pay their contributions. The three random 
samples, of about 8,000 members each, 24,016 in total, received 
the redesigned statement. The rest of the affiliates were sent 
the standard account statement. To measure the impact of 
the new design on affiliates’ understanding of the data, and 
whether they managed to identify the incorrect parameters 
printed on their statements, 4,000 telephone interviews were 
conducted (2,000 among members of the treatment group 
and another 2,000 of the control group). Colpensiones’ ad-
ministrative data regarding the frequency of requests to rectify 
information on the statements (contact data or contribution 
history) were also collected and analyzed. Figure 2 shows the 
first page of the original statement, the one used in the study 
pilot and the one finally adopted by Colpensiones. Please note 
that while we followed several guiding (design) principles in 
the redesign of statements, we were not able to test which 
guiding principles in particular were most useful.

www.iadb.org/savingslab

FIGURE 1. GUIDING PRINCIPLES USED IN REDESIGNING THE ACCOUNT STATEMENT.
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IMPACT
As mentioned above, we measured the impact of 
the new design on three types of Colpensiones’ 
affiliates:

•  Dependent affiliates for whom an employer
makes pension contributions on their behalf.

•  Independent affiliates who make their own
contributions to social security.

•  Subsidized affiliates, who receive a subsidy from 
the government to pay their pension contri-
butions.

As shown in Figure 3, the results indicate a consider-
able impact, between 14 and 22 percentage points, 
on the probability an affiliate is able to identify the 
number of weeks remaining to retire. 

On the other hand, the analysis suggests that the 
effect on the probability of finding the number of weeks that 
the affiliate has contributed so far varies by type of affiliate. 
Among independent affiliates, the redesigned account statement 
significantly increases the probability of finding the number of 
weeks that the affiliate has contributed so far by five percentage 
points. However, this probability decreases by three percent-
age points for subsidized affiliates and by five for employees 
(dependent affiliates).

As for correcting errors, the survey results indicate that those 
who received the redesigned account statement are less likely 
to find an error they did not know about. However, according 

FIGURE 2. OLD ACCOUNT STATEMENT (LEFT), ACCOUNT STATEMENT USED IN THE STUDY PILOT (CENTER), 
AND THE FINAL VERSION (RIGHT).

 Veri�que que las 
cotizaciones del 2017 
estén registradas y por 
el valor correcto.

Veri�que sus datos personales . Con 
ellos podremos comunicarnos de 
forma oportuna con usted.

¡Siguiendo estos pasos asegura su futuro!

2
Veri�que que el tiempo 
trabajado y cotizado se vea 
re�ejado en el total de su 
Historia Laboral.

1 3

Si fue empleado público hasta 1994 y el aporte a pensión para estos ciclos no fue cotizado ante el extinto (Instituto de Seguros 
Sociales) ISS, este período puede no se verse re�ejado en este reporte. Sin embargo, puede solicitar la inclusión de los mismos a través 
de uno de nuestros puntos de atención.

DIRECCIÓN: 
CIUDAD:

GUSTAVO GABRIEL GARRIDO HUTCHISON

Las mujeres se pensionan desde los 57 años y 1300 semanas cotizadas

800¿Cuántas semanas tengo cotizadas?

¿Cuántos años me faltarían?

¿Cuántas semanas me faltarían?

Veri�que que el tiempo trabajado y cotizado se vea re�ejado en el total de su Historia Laboral.1

¿Cuántos años tengo cotizados? 

 EmpleadorIdentificación 
del empleador Mes Fecha de 

pago
*IBC 

Reportado
Pago 

realizado Observaciones

Veri�que que las cotizaciones del 2017 estén registradas:

Además, recuerde que:

2
Días 

cotizados

Estimado Gustavo Gabriel Garrido Hutchison (C.C. XXXX), juntos estamos construyendo un futuro mejor para 
su vejez desde el momento en que se a�lió con nosotros el XXX de XXX  de XXXX.

Extracto de semanas cotizadas a 
pensiones entre el 1 de enero y 
el 31 de diciembre de 2017

Los hombres se pensionan desde los 62 años y 1300 semanas cotizadas

*Ingreso Base de Cotización. Salario declarado por el empleador o trabajor e independiente para el pago de la cotización. 

Si fuiste empleado público hasta 1994 y el aporte a pensión para estos ciclos no fue cotizado ante el extinto Instituto de Seguros Sociales - ISS, este período 
puede no verse reflejado en este reporte. Sin embargo, puedes solicitar la inclusión de los mismos a través de uno de nuestros puntos de atención.

EMPRESA SEMANAS AÑOS

RESUMEN DE SEMANAS COTIZADAS

1

¡SIGUIENDO ESTOS PASOS ASEGURAS TU FUTURO!

Verifica que el reporte de las 
semanas cotizadas se vea reflejado 
en el total de tu Historia Laboral.

Actualiza tus datos personales y 
de contacto para comunicarnos 
contigo oportunamente.

1 Verifica que las cotizaciones del 
2018 estén registradas y por el 
valor correcto.

2 3

 Verifica que el reporte de las semanas cotizadas se vea reflejado en el total de tu Historia Laboral.

Recuerda que para obtener tu pensión debes cumplir las siguientes condiciones: 
1.300 semanas cotizadas y cumplir la edad de pensión (Mujeres 57 años - Hombres 62 años) 

¿Cuántas semanas me faltarían?

¿Cuántos años me faltarían? 3

156¿Cuántas semanas tengo cotizadas?

¿Cuántos años tengo cotizados? 

1144

23

Defensoría del Consumidor Financiero:

www.ustarizabogados.com / defensoriacolpensiones@ustarizabogados.com / o descarga nuestra APP

+1 6108161 / 6108164Carrera 11 A Nº 96 – 51 Of.203 Bogotá 8:00 a.m. a 12:00 m y 2:00 p.m. a 5:00 p.m. 

Apreciado Gustavo, Colpensiones te acompaña en tu trayectoria laboral desde que te afiliaste a pensiones el 10 de octubre del 2018 
para construir juntos un futuro mejor. Es por esto que te damos a conocer de una manera más facil tus aportes realizados a pensión.

EXTRACTO DE SEMANAS COTIZADAS A PENSIONES

900.336.004-7NIT
Colpensiones

GUSTAVO GABRIEL GARRIDO HUTCHISON
DIRECCIÓN CARRERA 2A # 13- 48
CIUDAD: LETICIA - AMAZONAS

SEMANA COTIZADAS A COLPENSIONES

DID YOU FIND HOW MANY MORE WEEKS DO YOU HAVE TO CONTRIBUTE TO RETIRE?
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FIGURE 3. PROBABILITY OF IDENTIFYING THE NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL WEEKS 
THAT THE AFFILIATE MUST CONTRIBUTE TO RETIRE.

to administrative data, the affiliates assigned to the treatment 
group requested more corrections to their data. Specifically, 
independent affiliates increased the probability of correcting 
some information by 26% (2.9% compared to 2.3% in the control 
group), while the effect is similar among dependent affiliates 
(2.3% compared to 1.8% in the control group). There is no effect 
on subsidized affiliates. These results are mainly determined by 
corrections in personal data, and not so much by corrections 
in labor history, as they are not statistically more frequent in 
the treatment group versus the control group, although, in the 
former, they were greater for all types of affiliates.

www.iadb.org/savingslab
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The study shows how improving the design of 
the defined benefit pension regime’s account 
statement can make it easier for affiliates to 
review and correct, if necessary, crucial in-
formation for their financial health. 

However, this study also highlights the im-
portance of accurate and up-to-date contact 
details when trying to deliver information (i.e. 
mailed statements) and measure outcomes 
(i.e. phone survey). In this case, one in five 
account statements could not be delivered 
due to outdated addresses, and more than 
half of the affiliates selected for the telephone 
survey, among whom the physical delivery 
had been successful, could not be contacted, 
either because the phone number was invalid, 
incorrect, or because they did not answer the call. Addition-
ally, of those who were contacted, 32% reported not having 
received the statement even though, administrative records 

SHARE OF AFFILIATES THAT REQUESTED SOME TYPE OF CORRECTION
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E�ect      0.6pp**                                               0.4pp                                               0.5pp**
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Significance is *** 99%, ** 95% and * 90%

FIGURE 4. SHARE OF AFFILIATES THAT REQUESTED SOME TYPE OF CORRECTION.

POLICY LESSONS
 1.  For pension funds, account statements are one of the main 

mechanisms for transmitting information to their affiliates. 
Proper design can contribute to increased  understanding of 
key facts related to the pension system and can encourage 
improved understanding of the information presented and 
encourage verification and requests for corrections, if needed.

 2.  The way that information is presented to each member is
important. Some recommended strategies to effectively
communicate with affiliates are:

• Limit content; less is more.

•  Use simple language: avoid technicalities, use everyday
language.

•  Divide the information into segments, helping the reader 
identify key information.

• Use positive and motivating language.
• Include precise instructions for items that need action.

 3.  Account statements are very important for both pension
funds and affiliates. Nevertheless, their potential is limit-
ed by poor quality contact data. Promoting strategies to
improve contact information is key.

FIGURE 5. TELEPHONE SURVEY SUMMARY. 
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70.2% CALLED (33,761) 

54.3% RECEIVED THE
STATEMENT (4,616)

31.5% DID NOT RECEIVE
THE STATEMENT

14.2% REJECTED
THE SURVEY

55% COULD NOT BE
CONTACTED

25% CONTACTED
(8,504) 

20% RESCHEDULED20.5% RETURNED

9.3% NOT CALLED

showed that it was successfully delivered. Finally, 14% preferred 
not to answer the survey. Figure 5 shows a summary of the 
telephone survey operation. 


